
 

Fresh Radio - We are most music and is the only station with real KRONEHIT sixpack! 
 
Therefore you have to choose from now: 
 
STRIP or CASH! 
 
Six hits hear nonstop in KRONEHIT Sixpack, call and decide: 
Either a crisp stripper to you to the office or 300 euros on the account - just like that for listening 
to the radio! 

 

T&C 
THE KRONEHIT 6 PACK 2013 "STRIP OR CASH" The terms and conditions 
1) By participating in the contest "The KRONEHIT 6 Pack 2013 - STRIP or CASH", the 
participant declares agree with these terms and conditions. 
2) The competition is open exclusively to individuals 18 the Years of age. 
3) The operation KRONEHIT Radio GesmbH may use the name and recorded utterances of the 
player's unlimited for yourself and your promotional needs. The listener does all rights to the 
publication of his contributions from associated with the Sweepstakes in the program of the 
radio operation KRONEHIT GesmbH. 
4) "The 6 Pack KRONEHIT 2013 STRIP or CASH" is held each weekday from 10 to 15 clock: 
During this time, calls the respective moderator of one or more KRONEHIT 6 Pack rounds. 
KRONEHIT a 6-pack is characterized by its own packaging elements in the program of 



KRONEHIT and includes six songs that are played without interruption after the other. 
The participant from one presenter stated 6-pack, he has to make during the proclaimed 6 
packs a chance the studio line and win. 
If the subscriber is in the studio he has a choice between cash or Strip. If it chooses the listener 
for cash he receives € 300. If he opts for but STRIP KRONEHIT organized for the participants a 
man-Strip. 
5) It exclusively by the moderator proclaimed KRONEHIT apply 6-pack rounds. 
To win 6th) is the latest, by the moderators or other speakers announced sum. Weiterführende 
services are only included in the price, if these services were in the draw / called in the contest 
in the program of KRONEHIT. 
7) firsts with o.a. called the lottery KRONEHIT Radio BetriebsgmbH phone number 0810-20 30 
60 used (local rate). 
8) Employees of KRONEHIT Radio operation GesmbH and their nationals of are excluded from 
participation. 
9) The KRONEHIT Radio operation GesmbH shall endeavor to send always technically correct 
and in the program to make accurate statements. However Argue allfällige technical errors or 
problems or inadvertently making false statements to the employees of any liability of 
KRONEHIT KRONEHIT Radio operation GesmbH, especially but not the right of the participant 
to win. 
10) The operation GesmbH KRONEHIT Radio reserves the right to exclude participants play in 
suspected manipulation without giving reasons to participate. 
11th place) The raffle of 18 February 2013 up to and including 2013 08.März each weekdays 
from 10:00 bis 15.00 clock clock instead. Calls on holidays, Saturday or Sunday can not spend 
to win. The operation GesmbH KRONEHIT Radio reserves the right to end the game without 
giving any reasons or to prematurely verlängern. 
10) In consideration for the profit of the winners of the room temp KRONEHIT GesmbH radio 
operation, the non-exclusive, temporary and unguarded right to broadcast by word and 
Bildbeiträgen on all the radio operation KRONEHIT GesmbH For grouting related media 
(especially on air and online) one, even including use of the rights to the name 
and image of the winner and including the use of other reporting available via the contest 
media. 
12th), the decision is final. 


